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Digital Collaboration

Validaide offers the market-leading application to manage all your Lane Risk Assessments and

Lane SOPs in one digital platform, ensuring easy access and compliance with regulatory

guidelines. With our unique collaboration functionality you can easily work together with your

logistics partners to create and approve Lane Risk Assessments in a consistent digital format.

Do you want to create a more flexible supply chain with faster

lane qualifications and improved product quality and safety?

Data-Driven Lane Risk Assessments: Create a complete insight into transport risk with a 
data-driven evaluation of  temperature risk, quality risk and security risk.

Combination of multiple data sources. Integrate climate data, flight statistics and the 
pharmaceutical capabilities from more than 1200 logistics suppliers.

Product details and shipment performance. Customize Lane Risk Assessments by adding 
product thermal stability data and actual shipment performance.

External integration. Create a seamless flow from planning to execution by using our Lane 
Risk Assessments as input into other software applications.

Validaide – Your Digital Platform for Lane Risk Assessments

Validaide provides a comprehensive software application designed according to pharmaceutical 

requirements for security and compliance with the following  features:



“Previously we had to manage hundreds of SOPs and Lane
Risk Assessments in different formats, now we manage them all in
one location, easy to access, easy to approve.”

Christian Doepke
Manager of Freight Global Solutions

Efficiency Gains in 
Regulatory Compliance

Increased flexibility with 
faster Lane Approvals 

Improved Product 
Quality and Safety

With a consolidated 
digital platform 
Validaide may 
reduce your 

workload for GDP 
Compliance with 

50% or more.

With our data-driven 
approach Validaide 

significantly 
accelerates Lane 
qualification and 
helps to optimize 
logistics decisions.

Validaide helps to 
reduce shipment 
incidents and to 

ensure shipments 
are executed 

according to plan.

Planning, Execution and Compliance with confidence

By digitizing and consolidating your Lane Risk Assessments and Lane SOPs Validaide improves

efficiencies in regulatory compliance, and enhances flexibility to respond to supply chain

disruptions, ultimately improving product quality and safety.



About Validaide

Validaide is the leading digital platform to optimize and streamline logistics planning for 
temperature-sensitive pharmaceutical products. Our solution consolidates digital Lane Risk 
Assessments and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) on a central platform to ensure 
compliance with Good Distribution Practice (GDP) Guidelines. 

Validaide combines information from over 1200 logistics suppliers with other data sources to 
create a comprehensive risk overview per transport route. By facilitating digital collaboration 
with logistics partners and seamless planning-to-execution workflows, Validaide reduces 
incidents, improves efficiencies, and enhances flexibility to respond to supply chain 
disruptions, ultimately improving product quality and safety.
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